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What are Market-Based Measures?

• Measures that provide incentives for organizations to adopt green 
technologies or change behaviour. 
• Two basic types: Carbon Tax (Bunker Levy) and Emission Trading 

Scheme
• Various types have been proposed at IMO
• International GHG Fund (MEPC 60/4/8), Leveraged Incentive Scheme (MEPC 

60/4/37), Port State Levy (MEPC 60/4/40)
• Global Emission Trading System (MEPC 60/4/22, MEPC 60/4/26, MEPC 

60/4/41, MEPC 60/4/54)

• Note: although carbon tax is not strictly “market-based”, we 
consider it as an MBM as it plays a similar role. 
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Globally, Carbon tax and ETS have been used. 
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Source: Métivier, C., Bultheel, C., & Postic, S. (2018). Global carbon account 2018. Institute for Climate Economics. Retrieved from https://www.i4ce.org/download/global-carbon-account-
2018.

https://www.i4ce.org/download/global-carbon-account-2018


How do MBMs actually 
reduce CO2? 
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TimeTime

MBMs reduce CO2 through adoption 
of technical and operational 
measures. On their own, MBMs don’t 
directly reduce CO2. 



• There are about 58,000 ships (as of Apr 2018)1 registered in 136 Flag States2 (83 with 10 
registered ships or more).

• Around 1500 bunkering ports (as of Oct 2018)3, but 60% are sold in 6 ports4. 

• A ship may last 20 years or more.

To decide, one has to consider the context of international 
shipping. 

Bunkering Ports as of 2017 Source: IHS, 2017Container ships > 1000 TEU, Singapore-flagged
22 Oct 2018 

51 Research team’s calculation, based on IHS data
2 Research team’s calculation, based on IHS data 
3 Research team’s calculation, based on http://www.bunkerportsnews.com/PortTraders.aspx?ElementName=PortTraders
4 OPEC's World Oil Outlook (2015). https://www.opec.org/opec_web/static_files_project/media/downloads/publications/WOO%202015.pdf

http://www.bunkerportsnews.com/PortTraders.aspx?ElementName=PortTraders
https://www.opec.org/opec_web/static_files_project/media/downloads/publications/WOO%202015.pdf


To meet the 2050 goal assumptions about technology (e.g H2)  
have been made.

Fuel mix evolution between 2015-2035 for 80% 
carbon factor reduction assumed in OECD-ITF 
scenarios
Source: OECD-ITF, 2018

Three scenarios 
that can meet 
IMO’s 2050 
goal.
Source: UMAS, 
2016
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It took >60 years for diesel engines to be the main stream 
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Evolution of use of diesel in maritime

Source: Date of events are adapted from Gorman, C. R. (2011). Prime Movers of Globalization: The History and Impact of Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines, by Vaclav Smil. 

Design and Culture, 3(3), 415-417. doi:10.2752/175470811X13071166525892 and estimations of adoption from industry experts 
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Resources are needed to get H2 (and other technology) 
developed and adopted

Likely scenario, without intervention

90%

30%

50%

10%

With intervention, aiming at reaching the 2050 goal

Source: authors’ estimation
Source: authors’ estimation



Establishing the criteria for comparison 

CO2

Reduction

R&D

Tech A, B… 

(low TRL)

Financial

Resources

Legislation

/ target

Adoption of 

Tech A, B, (high TRL)

Behavior/Operational  

Change of  X, Y, …

• Certainty of 

emission 

reduction

• Effectiveness in 

encouraging 

adoption of high 

TRL tech

• Effectiveness in 

investing in 

R&D (low TRL)

Literature1, 2, 3

• Cost effectiveness

• Ease of 

implementation

• Evasion and carbon 

leakage avoidance

• Recognition of early 

actions
1IMO. (2010). Full report of the work undertaken by the Expert Group on Feasibility Study and Impact Assessment of possible Market-based Measures.

2Psaraftis, H. N. (2012). Market-based measures for greenhouse gas emissions from ships: a review. WMU Journal of Maritime Affairs, 11(2), 211-232. doi:10.1007/s13437-012-0030-5

3Goulder, L. H., & Schein, A. R. (2013). Carbon taxes versus cap and trade: a critical review. Climate Change Economics, 4(03), 1350010.

• Effectiveness in 

generating funds
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Operationalising MBMs in International shipping (details in Appendix 1)
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Bunker supplier deliver bunker to ship 
and issue Bunker Delivery Note stating 
levy = $X/ton CO2 * quantity of bunker 

delivered * carbon factor of fuel

Bunker levy

Suppliers collect bunker 
levy from shipping 
companies, transfer to 
port authorities, who 
transfer to newly 
created IMO GHG Fund

Suppliers collect 
levy and transfer 
to newly created 
IMO GHG Fund

Shipping 
companies pay 
directly to newly 
created IMO GHG 
Fund

Funds could be used for encouraging R&D or adoption of T&O measures in the industry, rebating affected countries and/or administrative costs incurred by port and flag states.

Emission Trading System

Setting up:
1. Set an absolute emission cap for international shipping sector, equal to X amount of credits, which 

decreases annually at a rate (to be determined) 
2. Set up a maritime-only carbon market where only shipping companies can participate in the market, 

including a Registry to support the transaction and cancellation of credits; no min and max price.
3. Set up a verification system wherein Flag States authorise a list of independent third-party verifiers and 

shipping companies will identify an authorized verifier for its ships and report to Flag States1
3 ways to collect the levy

BL1 BL2 BL3
4. Shipping companies buy credits 
through auctions, held regularly 
throughout the year. Newly created ETS 
Administrator to decide frequency of 
auctions, amount of available credits for 
each auction round and manage auction

4. Initially, allocate credits to ships for free for 100% of a 
computed benchmark. % decreases annually at a rate (to be 
determined) in transition to auctioning. Benchmark could be
• Historical emissions (of previous year(s)) OR 
• Y% utilization of ship engine design efficiency OR
• Top 10% of EEOI for each ship type and route * ton mile 

(of previous year(s))

5. Throughout the year, companies can buy or sell credits with other companies in the market. 
6. At the end of each year, companies and third-party verifiers submit verified emissions report to Flag 
States. Flag States to take necessary actions on non-compliant companies, eg companies that cancelled 
insufficient credits are penalised a fee for each ton CO2 without credits cancelled, payable to Flag States 
who will transfer it to ETS Administrator. Finally, Flag States submit aggregated report to ETS Administrator. 

2 credit allocation approaches
ETS1 ETS2



Overall, bunker levy is more favourable (details in Appendix 2).
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Effectiveness in 
generating funds

Avoid 
evasion 
and carbon 
leakage



Reconciling conflicting demands

Collect Bunker levy or 
implement ETS (no free 
allocation) on ALL ships

Rebate X% (e.g.50%) 
collected to countries based 

on certain guidelines

Keep Y% (e.g. 50%) in 
IMO for R&D  and other 

purposes (e.g. green 
initiatives)

(e.g. 25%) Distribution based on 
economic factors and EEOI or 

connectivity

(e.g. 25%) Distribution based on 
SIDS/LDCs categorization and EEOI 

and connectivity

E.g.

1There is a long history of debate where various papers stated preference for funds collected to be used by the industry (MEPC 59/4/5 para 61; MEPC 63/23 
para 5.34.7; ISWG GHG 4/2/3 para 8; ICS, 2018 pg 8 para 2). As shown earlier, the money collected from MBMs should be first and foremost be used to fund 
R&D and also encourage adoption of green technologies. Only then true CO2 reduction will take place. Rebating affected countries can be considered when 
the levy is so high that the transportation cost to these countries is increased as a result of the MBMs.
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No More 
Favourable
Treatment (NMFT)

Common But Differentiated 
Responsibilities and Respective 
Capabilities (CBDR-RC)

Funds collected to remain 
in industry for true CO2 
reduction efforts

http://www.ics-shipping.org/docs/default-source/resources/reducing-co2-emissions-to-zero-the-paris-agreement-for-shipping.pdf?sfvrsn=7


Conclusion
• Evaluation of MBMs has to be done at systems level. Their effectiveness 

depends on the availability of green technological and operational 
measures.
• R&D and technology adoption take (a long) time. A MBM should be 

implemented ASAP, rather than as a medium term measure.
• Putting the two main types of MBM in the context of international 

shipping, bunker levy seems more favourable when evaluated on the 10 
criteria. 
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Appendix 1-
Detailed description of bunker levy and ETS 
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Description of bunker levy
1. During bunker delivery at bunkering ports, bunker suppliers will state the amount of levy to be paid on the bunker delivery note, a document 

currently required by Annex VI of MARPOL. Levy will be calculated by $X/ton CO2 * quantity of bunker delivered (metric ton) * carbon factor 
of fuel. Carbon price of $X/ton CO2 will be regulated by IMO and applied at the same price to all transactions at a given time. All IMO ships 
above 400 GT (because BDN requirement applies to ship size > 400 GT) are required to pay levy when purchasing bunker. Suppliers will issue 
invoice to companies for bunker payment according to BDN.

2. There are 3 possible approaches to collect levy, referred to as BL1, BL2 and BL3 subsequently. 
a. In BL1, suppliers will collect bunker levy from shipping companies. Suppliers will transfer funds to national port authorities or tax 

authorities, who will then transfer funds to a newly created IMO Fund Administrator. The choice of port or tax authorities may differ 
among countries.

b. In BL2, suppliers will collect levy through BDN as well and transfer funds directly to IMO Fund Administrator. 
c. In BL3, shipping companies pay levy directly to IMO Fund Administrator based on the amount stated in their invoice.

3. At the end of the year, 
a. In BL1 and BL2, Port States will verify that bunker suppliers operating in their ports have applied levy rate indicated by IMO and 

transferred funds matching its total bunker sales to national port/tax authorities (for BL1) and IMO Fund Administrator (for BL2).
b. Additionally, in BL1, IMO Fund Administrator will verify that national tax/port authorities have transferred all funds collected to IMO.
c. In BL3, Flag States will verify that its ships have paid levy to IMO as indicated on BDN.

4. The new IMO Fund Administrator will manage funds and publish report on funds collected and distributed. External auditor will verify that 
IMO Fund Administrator collects, distributes and reports management of funds (can draw reference to external auditor engaged for IOPC 
Fund). 

5. Funds could be used for encouraging R&D or adoption of T&O measures in the industry, rebating vulnerable countries and/or administrative 
costs incurred by port and flag states.

6. IMO will review regulations (eg adjust carbon price). 16



Description of ETS
1. Set an absolute emission cap for international shipping sector, equal to X amount of credits, which decreases annually at a rate (to be determined) for subsequent years

2. Set up a maritime-only carbon market

a. A Registry will be set up to support the transaction of credits (between a newly created ETS Administrator and companies and among companies) and cancellation of credits. 

b. Price floor or ceiling is not used. 

c. Only shipping companies can transact in the market

3. Set up a verification system (a decentralized, bottom up approach similar to ICAO’s CORSIA)

a. Flag States will authorise a list of independent third-party verifiers

b. Shipping companies will identify an authorized verifier for its ships and report to Flag States

4. There are 2 possible ways to allocate credits to ships at the start of year, referred to as ETS1, ETS2 subsequently

a. In ETS1, credits are initially allocated to ships for free for 100% of a computed benchmark. This % will decrease at a rate (to be determined) in the subsequent years as ETS2 
progressively transit to auctioning. To compute the benchmark for initial free allocation, Flag States need to compile emissions data for each of its registered ships and submit to 
ETS Administrator. Benchmark could be

• Historical emissions (of previous year(s)) OR 

• Y% utilization of ship engine design efficiency OR

• Top 10% of EEOI for each ship type and route * ton mile (of previous year(s))

b. In ETS2, shipping companies buy credits through auctions, held regularly throughout the year. The ETS Administrator need to decide the frequency of auctions and amount of 
available credits for each auction round. 

5. Throughout the year, companies can buy or sell credits with other companies in the market. 

6. At the end of each year, companies generate report containing ships’ emissions for the past year, emission credits cancelled (verified by third-party verifier), unused credits banked for 
next year (with a finite life) and submit reports to Flag States. Third-party verifiers generate report containing companies’ cancelled credits and submit reports to Flag States. Flag States 
verify reports from third-party verifiers and shipping companies, and take necessary actions on non-compliant companies. Companies that cancelled insufficient credits are penalised a 
fee for each ton CO2 without credits cancelled, payable to Flag States who will transfer it to ETS Administrator. Finally, Flag States submit report containing aggregated emissions, 
cancelled units and any penalty fee collected to ETS Administrator. 

7. The new ETS Administrator will manage funds from the auction of credits, the Registry, and publish report on amount of credits sold, funds collected and distributed. External auditor will 
verify that ETS Administrator collects, distributes and reports management of funds (can draw reference to external auditor engaged for IOPC Fund). 

8. Funds could be used for encouraging R&D or adoption of T&O measures in the industry, rebating vulnerable countries and/or administrative costs incurred by port and flag states.

9. IMO will review regulations (eg adjust carbon price through the adjustment of credit). 
17



Appendix 2-
Detailed criteria evaluation for bunker levy and ETS
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Comparing MBMs on the criteria (1/2)
Criteria Metric Bunker levy ETS Assessment
Certainty of 
emission reduction

Probability of 
absolute CO2

reduced

Reduction in absolute emissions is 
uncertain, but emission per unit of 
activity (e.g. mile travelled) might 
improve.

Certain emission with setting of cap 
and emission credits (if covered 
emitters fully complied).

Variants under bunker levy and ETS will not differ in certainty of reductions. 

ETS is likely to have  more certain emission reduction than bunker levy.

Effectiveness in 
encouraging 
adoption of readily 
available tech (high 
TRL)

# of adoption Fixed and stable carbon price can 
provide price stability investors seek in 
making investment.

Volatile carbon price makes investors 
less able to do long term investment 
planning. Such delay can be costly due 
to the cumulative effect of CO2.

Adoption of tech depends on (cost and non-cost) attractiveness of 
technologies. From a business perspective, investors greatly value long term 
carbon price stability in making long term and large capital investment for 
greater certainty in returns to investment.
Variants under bunker levy and ETS will not differ in price stability. 

Price stability in bunker levy is more likely to encourage adoption compared 
to ETS.

Effectiveness in 
investing in R&D 
(low TRL)

# of patents, 
papers published

Certain price is preferred by ship 
owners, operators, and technology 
suppliers in making long term R&D 
investment decision.

The uncertainty price may deter ship 
owners and technology suppliers in 
pursuing promising R&D that are long 
term. 

Variants under bunker levy and ETS will not differ in price stability. 

It seems that bunker levy, because of its higher certainty, is more likely to 
encourage long term R&D investment.

Effectiveness in 
generating funds

Amount of funds 
raised

Depends on the levy imposed, the 
amount of bunker sold and amount of 
funds distributed to cover admin costs 
of countries

Depends on transaction price of 
allowance auctioned and fine imposed
ETS1 will not raise funds in the initial 
free allocation period

Variants under bunker levy will not differ in amount of funds raised assuming
that admin cost distributed to countries is a fixed % of total funds collected.
ETS2 will raise more funds than ETS1 because it begins auctioning of credits 
earlier

Between ETS2 and BL, it is inconclusive as it depends very much on details. 

Certainty of 
funds raised

High certainty because of the fixed levy 
imposed on fuel sold

Uncertain, depending on the outcome 
of auctions. ETS1 will also not generate 
funds initially.

Variants under bunker levy will not differ in certainty of reductions as they can 
impose a same levy rate.
ETS2 has greater certainty than ETS1 from the start with auctioning

Between BL and ETS2, bunker levy has a higher certainty due to the fixed 
carbon price 19



Comparing MBMs on the criteria (2/2)
Criteria Metric Bunker levy ETS Assessment
Cost 
Effectiveness

Tonne CO2

abated/total costs
Depends on the technology and operational measures adopted as actual CO2 reduction can only 
happen via technology and behavior/operational changes 

Inconclusive

Ease of 
implementation

Man-hours needed to
1. Set up 

procedures and 
MRV system

2. Train expertise 
in MRV

3. Collect fund
4. Distribute fund
5. Conduct MRV
6. Review
7. Adjust market 

price / quantity

- According to IHS, there are about 
1041 bunker suppliers. 

- BL1 and BL2 involves bunker 
suppliers, port states and IMO

- BL3 involves shipping companies 
and IMO

- ETS1 and ETS2 requires setting up carbon market and 
verification system involving shipping companies and 
Flag States

- In ETS 1, to determine an initially allocation for 57,749 
ships, large variability in fuel consumption of each ship 
requires a lot of man-hours to justify a fair allocation 
of credits for (details in Appendix 4)

- For reference, EU ETS, largest cap-and-trade, covers 
~11,000 installations. 

- Both ETS1 and ETS2 involves shipping companies, Flag 
States and third-party verifiers in verification process

BL3 involves least number of entities and
least man-hours
ETS2 is easier to set up than ETS1. Note that 
both ETS1 and ETS2 involves same number of 
entities (and man-hours) to maintain

Between BL3 and ETS, bunker levy 
(specifically BL3) is a lot easier to implement 
due to less entities involved and less man-
hours needed.

Avoid evasion 
and carbon 
leakage

% of entities covered Minimum carbon leakage if apply to all 
IMO-ships globally (via bunker suppliers 
for BL1 and BL2 or directly on ships for 
BL3).

Minimum carbon leakage if apply to all IMO-ships globally. If apply to all applicable ships globally, there is 
minimum leakage. It is inconclusive as to 
which is better

Probability of 
deterring evasion and 
leakage

Subject to how well MRV can be 
implemented on bunker supplier in BL1 
and BL2 and on shipping companies in 
BL3.

Subject to how well the carbon credits can be fairly 
allocated, and how well MRV can be implemented.
MRV for ETS1 and ETS2 need to be involve ships

Bunker levy is likely to have less problems 
with MRV because there are less suppliers or 
shipping companies than ships in ETS.

Recognize early 
actions

Prior fuel-saving 
investment not 
wasted 

All prior effort to improve energy 
efficiency will not be “discounted” 
because the bunker levy is imposed on 
the amount of fuel used. E.g, A ship made 
efficient prior to the enforcement of 
bunker levy will reap the benefits as less 
bunker is needed, and less levy needs to 
be paid. 

In ETS1, it depends on the allocation. If credit allowance is 
set based on the best-performing ships, then ships that have 
adopted fuel efficiency early would be more likely to meet 
the “cap”.

However, ships may operate in very different environment 
each time and thus there might be no universal benchmark 
or ‘cap’ that can apply to even ships in the same category. 

In ETS2, ships need to buy less credits or can bank credits 
for future use if they have reduced fuel use. 

Variants under bunker levy will not differ at a 
given levy rate.

ETS2 would not need additional work to 
recognize earlier fuel-savings while for ETS1, 
effort needs to be invested, potentially for 
every single ship.

The situation is more straightforward in 
bunker levy and ETS2, as no additional work 
is required. 20


